
AGALL Minor B and C Coaching Tips and Goals 
 

1. Minor B and C are quite similar as players are learning to pitch and hit player 
pitching.  

2. Continue to keep it fun and moving in small stations. 
3. Don’t display negative criticism, frustration, abuse or anger.  
4. Involve parents. Teach the parent what you are doing and why.  
5. Begin to introduce leadership qualities and respect. 
6. Most importantly, remember that in comparison to developing young baseball 

players and athletes, the games mean absolutely nothing.  
7. Maturity levels will be across the board. As much attention and opportunity 

should be given to the less developed players as the developed players.  
8. A coach is like a schoolteacher in that you have to find ways to appropriately 

challenge a wide range of skills. It’s hard.  
9. You have to challenge kids without discouraging them, you have prepare kids for 

failure, and you have to put success into context.  
10. Work towards getting to the point where the players know the beginning practice 

and game warm up routines.  
11. Enable players to learn multiple positions but avoid having them play 5 positions 

in a game. In order to learn a position, it helps to have multiple innings at each. 
 

Goals 
 

 It is crucial at this age to begin proper warm up and stretching protocols. These 
habits must start here to avoid injury.  

 Teach sportsmanship 
 Proper use and position of the glove 
 Improve footwork in the field 
 Focus on balance for pitching.  
 More advanced concepts on base running.  
 Improve on the speed of the game. 
 Begin working with catchers. 
 Begin infield positioning (up, middle, deep) and why. 
 Build on the more advanced concepts of the game of baseball 

o Proper cut off position 
o Outfield angles to the ball 
o Footwork around the bags 
o More instinctive base running 
o Continue to increase movement and responsibilities without the ball 

 
 
Throwing/Pitching 
 
Safety- Stretching and warming up are imperative. Avoid overuse of arms.   
 



Throwing Form- Continue to reinforce the fundamental throwing techniques from 
tee-ball and coach pitch. However, in Minor C and B we introduce fundamental 
throwing concepts for developing pitchers. These concepts are inserted in warm ups 
and during side pitching drills. These drills are included in the throwing and pitching 
document. The focus of the drills will be to accomplish the following.  

 Working on getting the ball out of the palm and into the fingers with a three 
finger, then ultimately a two-finger grip. 

 Teaching the ball being thrown off the finger tips and not the side of the index 
finger.  

 Teach the importance of ball rotation and the role of the fingertips. 
 Teach correct hand and arm positioning up and behind the head prior to 

release and follow through. 
 Teach balance. 
 Teach the release and follow through. 

 
Throwing Tips- In coach pitch and tee ball playing catch is crucial for learning those 
basic skills so significant time shall be spent “warming up”. In minor B and C, 
consider shorting the typical playing catch and add throwing drills to the warm up. 
These can be the three-man relay, quick hands, box drill, or star drill included in the 
throwing documents.   

 
Hitting 
 
Safety- Establish very early on that NO PLAYER swings a bat unless a coach tells 
them to and that no player holds a bat without a helmet.  
 
Hitting Form – By now, players should be familiar with the basic stance and perhaps 
even the “stride-separation” and the “heel-hips” to swing.  Reinforce these 
fundamentals during hitting practice.  
 
Hitting Objectives-At the minor C and B level, more advanced drills and concepts are 
introduced. The drills (included in the hitting sheets) are meant to accomplish the 
following: 

 Reducing unnecessary motions in the swing; simplifying the swing. 
 Proper feet, hands and knee position. 
 Efficient hitting stations and learning to focus on each swing during drills.  
 Confidence. 
 Bunting 
 Pitch selection 
 Approach getting into batters box 

 
Fielding 
 
Safety- Eyes always on the batter. Players should be wearing protective “cups” at this 
point.   
 



Fielding Form – We can improve on the “ready position” and glove positioning 
fielding the ball. Some tips on form: 

 
 Knees bent with wide base 
 Toes pointing forward slightly open with glove hand foot slighting in front of 

right 
 Flat back with glove hand out with palm up 
 Glove hand extended but slightly ben 
 Field ball with glove and palm up and throwing hand palm down forming the 

ever popular “alligator”  
 Back of glove gets dirty 
 Elbows inside the knees 
 Field ball to inside of left knee 
 Suck ball to stomach while taking the ball to the ear 
 Grip across four seams 
 Left shoulder to target – point the gun 
 Fire   

 
 
The outfield form: 

 Knees bent and athletic 
 Teach position in the outfield (straight up defense, shift right or left) 
 Foot work on drop step 
 Foot work on crow hops 
 Body control on deep balls 
 Knocking down balls. 

 
 

We will also start to work on back hand and fore hand drills and being aggressive in 
charging the ball.  
 
Fielding tips – Many drills including in the fielding drills in the fielding sheets are 
meant to improve footwork and speed. Underused fielding drills are bare hand drills. 
Back hand, fore hand, and charging drills are best learned bare handed to teach 
getting the glove down.  
 
Fielding Responsibilities- Teach that each position is responsible for covering a 
certain part of the field. Practice rotations on hits and have them respond accordingly. 
Fielding responsibilities without the ball should be reinforced. Players backing up, 
cut-offs, covering bases, etc. Start to introduce the concepts of predicting the game; 
guessing where the ball will go and what to do with it. 
 
Teaching Positions- Improve on coaching individual positions. 
 



1B – Teach footwork near the bag and establishing a big target for the throw. Heels 
on the bag and not standing directly on top. Stretch with throwing side leg on bag.  
 
2B – Teach proper location in the field, serving as the cut-off (sometimes they 
respond better to the “helper”) for balls up the middle or right field, covering bag for 
steals, covering the bag on balls to left side. Teach communication between pitches. 
Teach how to apply tags. 
 
SS – Teach proper location in the field, cut-off responsibilities to left field, covering 
second on balls to right side. Teach communication between pitches. Teach how to 
apply tags. 
 
3B – Positioning in the field. Make sure not too deep and not on the bag or line. 
Know when to cover the bag and back up responsibilities. Know cut off 
responsibilities. Teach how to apply tags. 
 
OF – Learning angles to the ball and backing up. Finding and hitting cut offs. 
Communication. 
 
C – Showing target, protecting bare hand, covering the plate, blocking, throwing 
down to second.  
 
P – Balance, pace, grip, and long arm.  
 
Base Running  
 
We should start to introduce more advance base running concepts while keeping it 
simple. Consider discussing base running philosophies during base running rather 
than just having them run bases. Some general goals: 
 

 Continue to stress running through first base and to the outfield cut.  
 Teach “banana” turns for extra base hits. 
 Teach touching the inside part of the bag. 
 Teach expectations of knowing when to stretch to an additional base.  
 Teach staying low off the bag and not popping up.  
 Hard to the bag.  
 Aggressive running. 
 Popping off base after pitch, secondary leads. 
 
 

 
 


